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•
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schools (winter 2008-2009); HMFH presentation of
conceptual solutions (May 2009).
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improvements and support for green initiatives.
Seek feedback on the HMFH conceptual solutions from
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students.
Perform a preliminary curriculum and space assessment
for science at the Middle School.
Formulate a recommendation to present to School
Committee.
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Introduction
In the spring of 2009 the School Committee formed a subcommittee to study a set of
questions related to the Facilities Report provided to them on the Middle and High Schools in the
spring of 2008. In the fall of 2008 the Superintendent, Dr. Cheryl Maloney, forwarded a list of
priority needs from the data of those reports and a Charge was formulated for the subcommittee.
This report is the result of the committee’s work through the summer and fall of 2009, as well as
site based research across the span of last year.
The report answers the Charge given to the group and forwards a recommendation on each of
the key items within the Charge. The committee analyzed all past reports, researched
surrounding communities, and identified future curriculum trends in order to articulate Weston’s
science needs at the High School. The Committee then assessed the HMFH recommendations
(dated May 13, 2009) against those criteria. This report also summaries the work on the Fitness
Center and the preliminary assessment of the Middle School science labs.
It was a pleasure to work with this committee, Maryanne Rogers, Sanjay Saini, Anthony
Parker, Larry Murphy, Abigail South, Gita Foster, Neil Grundy, Betsy Romeri and Donna
Knight. They waded through endless documents and site based information to create a clear
vision of what Weston requires of its science facilities to maintain progressive and state-of-theart instruction for students. They provided a potential answer to the Fitness Center, and
addressed the current curriculum needs at the Middle School Having parents, teachers, and
administrations working together on this project was essential.

Biology lab dissection with 24 students
Cramped and overlapping equipment in Fitness Center
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High School Science Labs
Rationale and Benchmark Data
This section of the report:
• Introduces rationale for the HS Science lab renovation, drawing from past
reports.
• Includes bulleted highlights synthesizing the information learned about science
labs in surrounding communities and a chart of information on those school
settings.
• Concludes with the outline of the lab criteria developed as the guiding
framework for Weston’s science lab needs.
• Expands upon the reasoning for criteria and is backed up with additional
Appendix data.

Cow Eye Lab Dissection
Managed with inadequate sink and cleaning facilities.
24 students in the lab
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High School Science Labs
Rationale
The Science laboratories in both the High School and Middle School were not targeted
for improvement at the time of the 1990’s renovations in both buildings. The Science
Department Chair at the time did advocate for state of the art improvements, but due to the
financial limitations and the fact that the labs were serviceable, they were not improved. Since
that time, of course, much has changed in science research. While the Science Department has
purchased equipment and made some modifications to wiring, in general the labs have not
changed. Since the mid-1990’s, state regulations regarding the recommended size of science
labs has increased to 1200 square feet for a typical science lab, or up to 1440 square feet
depending on usage. Our typical lab is 840 square feet in size. While our existing
classroom/laboratories (as is the case in many districts) are grandfathered so that we are still in
compliance, their size limits what teachers can plan that involves movement and activities. The
room size also requires extra vigilance during lab activities and routine caution in the placement
and use of equipment. In addition, two other state guidelines now involve ventilation of science
classrooms and storage facilities. While our students are not in danger from our current
ventilation system, it is in need of an upgrade based on age and current limitations. Addressing
all of these issues with new science labs would significantly enhance what is an excellent science
program. The faculty members currently compensate for the deficits in the facilities with their
talent, energy, flexibility and knowledge, but as Larry Murphy has been known to say: “Imagine
if these skills were matched with state of the art facilities.” Addressing these inadequacies in
both the Middle and High School is rightfully a high priority need for the district.
-Dr. Cheryl Maloney: Assessment of Capitol Needs
Memo to School Committee, 10/29/08
“New electives in Anatomy & Physiology, Molecular Biology, and Environmental Science, as
well as a full array of Advanced Placement sciences, require larger and more efficient
teaching/lab space than is currently available at Weston High. Our highly successful Advanced
Placement science courses include college-level lab requirements that are often difficult to
implement safely and efficiently in the existing facilities.”
-Larry Murphy: Department Head of Science in Weston
Memo to Amber Bock on lab needs, 8/10/09

In 2007, NSTA stated a guideline of 60 sq. feet per student for combined lab/lecture settings.
With regard to space they remind us: “Overcrowding has two research-based safety concerns:
sufficient supervision and adequate individual workspace.” Classes containing 20-24 students
require adequate space of at least 1200-1440 sq ft. to safely conduct labs.
-Ken Roy NSTA’s science safety consultant.
Article in The Science Teacher, summer 2009
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Benchmarking and Best Practices Data
The High School Science Facility Needs Sub Committee collected much information in
order to draw conclusions on best practices for high school laboratory design. The committee
selected six neighboring public and private schools to review and compare their science facilities
with Weston Science Labs. Schools were selected that were close in proximity, have similar
demographics to WHS, and/or have state of the art science facilities. Several committee
members visited four of these schools, including Dover-Sherborn, Lincoln-Sudbury, Roxbury
Latin, and the Cambridge School of Weston. These schools all have fairly new facilities that we
consider highly functional in terms of layout and infrastructure to facilitate teaching. In addition,
since Wayland and Wellesley are building new high schools, we have included the information
for the planned science facilities in those buildings as well as, benchmark data for an MSBA
model school for a setting of our comparable size.
General Observations from our site visits and data collection:
All schools have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

laboratories that are at least 1,200 square feet. Dover-Sherborn had 6 out of 7 labs that
were 1,440. Weston labs vary from 800-1,020.
laboratories with lecture areas separate from the lab benches. Also, lab benches are
designed for four students per bench. In some labs, Weston has up to 8 students per lab
bench.
bench tops supplied with adequate gas, electricity and sinks.
large prep/storage rooms totaling at least 10% of the total laboratory square footage.
Dover has 15% prep/storage area (1,440 square feet) and Lincoln Sudbury has 18%
prep/storage area (2,900 square feet).
prep/storage rooms that contained fume hoods, dishwashers, refrigerator, freezer, sinks,
chemical storage, and ventilation.
significantly more storage in their labs and prep/storage rooms than Weston currently
has.
ceiling mounted projectors, wireless computer access, large multilayered dry erase boards
in the lecture area.

Some schools have:
• separate projects rooms, or have space for individual projects in smaller rooms or prep
rooms.
Wayland and Wellesley Observations
Both Wellesley and Wayland are currently developing building projects that include a project
space concept. In both systems they are including a shared, multi-use, project space that can
support the integration of subjects and allow for the development of robotics, engineering,
woodworking, and large projects. This multiuse space is supported both by MSBA guidelines
and future looking trends researched by our committee. Wayland was able to negotiate with
MSBA by trading the layout of space to gain their shared project space.
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Dover-Sherborn Observations
During our site visit to Dover-Sherborn, we observed a number of characteristics in their science
facilities that we feel are a good model for Weston. Dover-Sherborn is closest to Weston in
terms of demographics (number of students, money spent per student/year, number of AP
courses, etc) and has new high school science laboratories that are less than two years old. We
have summarized the key observations from our visit that helped formulate our criteria for new
WHS science facilities. We felt that Dover-Sherborn is among the best facilities to use as a
model for a new WHS science facility due to its optimal learning environment.
The Dover-Sherborn labs are slightly larger in size than we saw at our other sites (1400 sq.
ft). A larger size best fits what we would like to see in Weston HS, particularly for biology
and chemistry courses. Specifically, a larger lab:
•
•
•
•
•

Allows for larger lab benches giving each student additional bench-top space to perform
experiments safely and efficiently.
Allows for better ease of movement between lab benches, desks, sinks and other lab equipment.
This is important for safety reasons particularly in chemistry and biology labs where students are
often handling flammable liquids, volatile gases, flames, and electricity.
Provides additional space to place high quality ventilation and fume hood systems that
are critically important to safe and effective laboratory environments.
Provides space for additional cabinetry for storing equipment and supplies within the lab
itself thereby reducing the need for huge storage rooms elsewhere in the building and
transporting motion sensitive equipment on carts to and from storage (ex., microscopes)
Note: Flinn Scientific suggests 60 square feet per student in chemistry specifically for
safety reasons (with a lecture space separate from the lab bench area). 60 square feet
/students for 20- 24 students is a 1,200-1,440 square foot lab.

Preparatory and Storage spaces at Dover-Sherborn are highly functional and
multipurpose. We feel that Weston should make the most of these types of spaces to
promote the most effective teaching environment possible.
•
•

The prep/storage spaces are located next to each laboratory at Dover-Sherborn. There is
one prep/storage space for every two labs.
Prep/storage spaces were a minimum of 270 sq. ft. each providing maximum preparatory
space while leaving space for equipment such as refrigerators, fume hoods, storage
cabinets, sink, dishwasher, autoclave etc...

Dover-Sherborn has chemical storage rooms that are locked and ventilated at all times. We feel
that Weston should provide only the safest and most effective chemical storage facilities available.
•
•
•

These rooms are located within the prep/storage rooms making access to chemicals very
convenient for teachers and students.
The rooms have ventilation to the outside that is independent from the ventilation in the
classrooms and have all other safety features such as fire alarms, proper shelving etc...
The locked chemical storage areas were a minimum of approximately 80 sq. ft.
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Science Facilities School Comparison

Weston

Dover-Sherborn

Wayland
(plans for new
facility)

Wellesley
(plans for new
facility)

LSRHS

Roxbury
Latin

Cambridge
School

Number Students in School

712

650

900

1,283

1,640

295

325

900

Number of Laboratories
Total square footage of lab
space

9

7

10

12

14

4

6

7 or 8

9,200

9,840

12,000

14,400

16,000

5,200

7,200

9,600

-Chemistry/Biology

2

5

6

6

8

3

5

5

-Physics/Other

7

2

4

6

6

1

1

3

9

7, 9

12

9

?

22-24

18-22

18-25

24

24-30

5
14-16
(chem),
16-20
(phy)

16

24

1961

2 years

in planning

in planning

3-4 years

10 years

3-4 years

in planning

Square Footage per Lab

800-1,020

1,440 (6 labs),
1,200 (1 lab)

1,200

1,200

1,200

1,300

900-1,000

1,200

Style of Room (1)

varies (2)

split

split

split

split

split

split

split

-Chemistry/Biology

both

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

?

-Physics/Other

both

fixed

flexible

flexible

fixed

fixed

?

MSBA
Model

General

Number of Labs per subject:

Number of Science Faculty

Number of Students per
class
Age of Science Facilities
Lab Size and Configuration

Bench Configuration:

Number students/benchtop

4-8

4

tbd

4

4

4

4

Storage above perimeter
Science Faculty office and
conf. room

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

No, uses space
in larger labs

Yes, 2,000 sf
shared by
science, art,
and drama (4)

Yes, shared
w/technology
and
engineering

some
flexible
space

some
space in
basement

Uses Prep
Rooms

not
functional

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes?

yes

yes

yes?

yes?

yes?

4+ (plus 1
per prep
room)

3+ (plus 1
per prep
room)

Project Room in addition to
# of labs above

Lab Infrastructure
Ventilation
-Fume hoods in
chem/bio labs
-windows in chem/bio
labs
Access to water - Number of
sinks per chem/bio lab
Access to Electricity on all
benches

Access to gas on all benches
(chem/bio)
Air conditioning

Insufficient
(3)
needs
upgrading,
poorly
located
no

6+ (plus 1 per
prep room)

tbd

1 plus sinks in
prep room

6+ (plus 3
in chem
prep room)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

tbd

yes

yes

yes

yes

partial

tbd

yes

yes

no

yes
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Science Facilities School Comparison

Weston

Dove-Sherbornr

Wayland
(plans for new
facility)

Wellesley
(plans for new
facility)

LSRHS

Roxbury
Latin

Cambridge
School

MSBA
Model

4

4

4

6

4

2

3

4

2.25

2

3

2

4

2

2

2

644

1,440

tbd

1,500

2,900

560

840

10%

18%

11%

12%

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

Preparation/Storage Areas
No. of Prep rooms
No. of Labs per Prep
Room
Square footage of prep
space
% of Prep space (SF
prep/total SF lab)

7%

15%

tbd

Ventilation to outside

no

yes

tbd

Fume Hoods
Lockable Chemical Supply
Room
Countertop for Solution
prep

no

yes

yes

no

yes

tbd

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Flammable liquid cabinets

some

yes

tbd

yes

yes

yes

Cabinets for Storage

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Diswasher

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Microwave

1

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Autoclave

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sinks

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Gas

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Refrigerator

1

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Freezer

1

yes

tbd

yes

yes

yes

tbd

yes

yes

Ice Maker

(1)

(2)

no

Description of "Style of Room": 'split' laboratories have lecture seating separated from the lab bench area.
Provides better visability
to students during presentations and is considered safer particularly in chemistry laboratories where flammable and volatile
solutions are used.
Non-split' configurations have lecture seating at the lab bench. Students have to take notes and store their personal items in
the immediate area
of their experiments. Also, students will have to sit at lab benches during lectures where chemicals and experimental equipment are set up
and ready to use.
Weston labs differ in their layouts. Some labs have desks for students that are separate from their lab benches while other
labs have students doing
all their work on the lab bench.

(3)

There are not enough electrical outlets to allow students to spread out and execute experiments safely and efficiently. Power
that does exit is often
overloaded and circuit breakers trip on a regular basis.

(4)

Wayland's "Fabrication Room" maybe split in half, one end for actual construction projects by the robotics team, drama, and
art, and one end more of a
classroom with computers and CAD design equipment.

yes
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Weston High School Science Lab Criteria
Subcommittee Recommendation Breakdown
After visiting neighboring schools, studying future trends, and reviewing the High School
Program of Studies in science, the committee developed a list of needs. This list reflects the
criteria the committee recommends for science laboratory facilities at Weston High School. The
committee used this list to assess options being evaluated. The recommendations are forwarded
with back-up rationale for their selection as either “basic requirements” for program needs or
“desirable” for program needs.
Data Sources:
MSBA guidelines
Weston science programming levels
Site visits to area schools with similar program expectations
Research on future trends in science education
National guidelines for best practice in science education

BASIC PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
9 Laboratories
•
•
•

Sustain current WHS lab number
Support the highly enrolled science curriculum with strong electives (23 current sections)
Labs should be grouped together with shared prep space to allow for the sharing of
materials and collaboration on curriculum

1200-1400 Square Feet per Laboratory
•
•

MSBA recommends a minimum of 1200 sq. ft. per lab
Committee recommends 1400 sq. ft. per Chemistry and Biology labs (5 labs)
o Safety: maximize square footage for ease of movement and egress
o Configuration: separate lab/lecture space

Preparation and Storage Space
•

•
•

Prep areas should be located between labs for efficient and safe access to materials and
equipment
MSBA advises one shared prep space for every 2 labs
o Minimum of 1,800 sq. ft. for 5 prep areas
Locked chemical storage room per floor
o Minimum of 160 sq. ft. per room

Infrastructure
•
•
•

Electrical, gas, plumbing, and ventilation all need to be addressed to MSBA standards
Floor space needs to accommodate separation of technology from water and gas areas
Air Conditioning of new lab rooms and project room
o Protection of heat sensitive equipment (computers, PRC machines, incubators
etc.)
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•

o Maintenance of appropriate room temperature in a typical classroom setting due
to increased heat generating equipment in lab setting
o Provides for summer programming options
Technology needs to provide for:
o Interactive whiteboard lecture area
o Audio sound lift system
o Wireless and interactive student response systems
o Video/computer projection in widescreen format
o Document cameras
o Lab computer stations with probes

Green Building
•
•

Effective use of natural light and passive solar heating
Collaboration with the town on green building standards

DESIRABLE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:
Project Lab
•
•
•

•
•

MSBA endorses shared use spaces for integrated learning between subjects
Summer Internship research program greatly enhanced by project lab
Currently Weston has several shared projects with art and science that do not have
adequate space for further development
Robotics & Engineering program development
Open to both Middle and High School for use

Conference Work Space
•
•

Both math and science teachers need a small space to work with students
Provides private test/work area
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Assessment of Construction Options
This section of the report provides an analysis of two construction options
provided by HMFH for Weston High School. They are assessed using the
following guidelines:
1. The science facilities criteria developed in the previous section of this
report.
2. Impact criteria including cost, construction phasing impact, and
educational considerations.
3. Alternate possibilities
This section of the report concludes with the committee’s recommendation on what
project option best meets Weston’s needs.

Larry uses the ActivBoard to dive into a
lecture on DNA.
Faculty participate in learning about DNA.
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Analysis: HMFH Option 1
Educational:
PRO:
• Meets Weston Criteria of 9 labs @ 1,200sf and a 1,400sf project space
• Clusters labs into Science area with departments sharing prep/storage between two labs
• Provides all upgrades to prep and storage space
• Benefits Art department with new clay room and renovates/returns 4 spaces to other
departments (2foreign language, 1math, 1sped.)
• Located by Media Center with opportunity to create separate ‘science wing entrance’ for
summer program workshops and easy use of Media Center for presentations.
CON:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Separates math and science offices from school philosophy of integrating faculty,
promoting interdisciplinary planning, and would require a new math office
Fragments the Foreign Language department into three different areas of the school on
two floors
Requires relocation of Foreign Language lab
Far from WMS side of the building which limit opportunities to easily share lab space
Far from pond side of building which limits development of outdoor lab concept
Lacks air conditioning

Financial:
• $3,377,347 projected cost
• $118 per square foot
• $200,000 site work
Construction:
• Level of disruption:
o Moderate to high; half of the back wing of building would be out of use on both
first and second floor.
o With new construction creating only 2 rotation spaces, disruption hits 4 subjects
• Occupied phasing
o Relocation of: 2 special ed., 1 clay room, 1 math, 2 offices, 3 foreign language,
1 language lab
o Staging occurs at the back of existing building , with access from road
• Project Duration:
o 15 months
Green Potential:
• Daylighting/sunshades; building integrated photovoltaics; materials selection
• Collaboration with Weston’s Environmental Baseline Committee
CON:
• Away from natural pond setting which supports development of outdoor classroom
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High School Fitness Center

This final section of the report analyzes the
Option presented by HMFH to address the
inadequate floor space and layout of the
High School Fitness Center
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Analysis: HMFH Fitness Option
In his spring facilities report to the School Committee, Principal Anthony Parker, listed the
Fitness Center as an area of high priority regarding issues of inadequate space and layout of a
workable floor plan. The articulated needs of the Fitness Center are that the space must
accommodate educational programming for health and fitness classes within the core PE
programming, as well as the full range of training needs for seasonal sports teams and individual
wellness goals for students at the High School.
HMFH was asked to develop a conceptual plan that would improve the layout and increase floor
space recognizing the constraints of the building’s location near the pond, and without impacting
other important educational spaces.
Educational:
PRO:
• Redesigns floor plan for improved traffic flow around equipment.
• Provides opportunity for open center area for stretching and large movement.
• Increases floor space by roughly 200 sq ft.
• Creates one large area for improved supervision of space.
• Increases trainer’s office space to allow for taping tables and exam table to be in the
office and improves his storage and work area.
• Relocates bathroom areas for more logical floor plan with positive impacts to school events.
• Maintains location to PE facilities.
CON:
• Still slightly under the floor space that is most desirable.
o Discussion of two options for egress placement provides potential of additional
square footage: 1,930 versus 1,730 sq ft. Black box impact needs to be discussed
and final selection assessed. Square footage loss of 236 sq ft. to Black box. Both
are strong workable options.
Financial:
• $520,000 proposed cost
• $150 per square foot
Construction:
• Level of disruption
o Low impact; relocation and modification of instructional and fitness goals
manageable during construction
o Containment of area and back of building access lowers impact
• Project Duration:
o 3 to 5 with use of summer

Committee Recommendation:
The committee recommends accepting the redesign of the HMFH Fitness Center as a strong
response to the articulated concerns regarding the current weight room and trainer’s office. The
impacted departments need to finalize egress selection with the Principal and Assistant
Superintendent, but the working layout by HMFH is ready for either option.
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Conclusions
The committee worked with energy and focus to review prior documents and research additional
resources that guided us to answer the 3 key elements of the Charge. It was exciting to work on a
project that creates a vision for sustaining and further enhancing excellence in Science for the
Weston Public Schools. The committee feels that the Charge from the School Committee has
been successfully answered so that the School Committee can move forward with next steps in a
timely way.

Summary:
1. The committee thoroughly reviewed the HMFH Options and unanimously recommends
the development of HMFH’s conceptual Design Option 2.
2. The committee has provided the preliminary space information on the Middle School labs
to support developing guiding questions for the next steps should the committee decide to
explore further improving the labs.
3. The committee has reviewed the HMFH conceptual design for the Fitness Center and
recommends it for development pending the final in-house decision of the best egress
floor plan.

Next Steps:
1. The committee will continue to assist in answering any further questions from the School
Committee as needed to support their decision making.
2. The committee can continue to solicit feedback and share project information, as guided
by the School Committee.
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Appendix
This section provides some of the documents used in the decision
making for the High School science labs.
• Flinn Lab Design checklist
• Flinn Scientific Model Chemical Storage Areas
• Safer Science Article by Science Teacher Magazine
• A Case for Construction: A memo from Larry Murphy

